Newly Refurbished Grand Deluxe Room at Cosmopolitan Hotel

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Newly Refurbished Grand Deluxe Room at Cosmopolitan Hotel
Classically-inspired Interiors Combined with Both Victorian and Oriental Designs
Room Package Available Up to 30% Discount Packed with Free WiFi and Breakfast
Managed by Dorsett Hospitality International

(Hong Kong, 16 October 2013) Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong understands that guests’ needs and desire for hotel
accommodation are constantly changing. In order to add a dash of surprise to any next stay that is assured beyond
expectation, the hotel is now undergoing a complete makeover of all guest rooms. Being the first newborn in the
family, the brand new Grand Deluxe Room type is designed to successfully combine both classical-Oriental and
western flourishes to meet the high expectation of guests from around the world for different travel purposes.
Grand Deluxe Experience Room Package is now available exclusively on www.cosmopolitanhotel.com.hk for
travellers to be impressed with a stay that offers thoughtful favours, refined comfort, and up to 30% discount.
All New Grand Deluxe Room. All New Engaging Experience.
Cosmopolitan Hotel’s all new Grand Deluxe Room is poised to immerse any guest into a classy and engaging
ambiance, together with absolute comfort guaranteed. Furnished in a majestic and refined décor, the Victorian and
Oriental design elements add a luxurious and classic touch to the room. Experience this “east-meets-west” living
with the velvety Victorian style bed headboard in matching tone and beautifully crafted work desk that has a surface
of interweaving pattern of Chinese rattans laid with a luxurious kind of pearl – Mother of Pearl. Lots of details on
decoration such as a glowing hummingbird printed on the bathroom mirror and choices of lightings in dangling
crystals have added enlightening sparks to a Grand Deluxe Room. Functional design of the room is made endlessly
thoughtful ensuring travellers’ needs are all answered. The spaciously spanned and extravagant work desk is the
best partner for business travellers while the practically designed wardrobe comes with ample space making it a
convenience for long staying guests. Smartly designed ironing board and the newly planned bathroom lead to a

result of additional space and living comfort. All Grand Deluxe Rooms offer breathtaking course view in greenery to
relax the mind or city skyline to escalate the soul.
Grand Deluxe Experience Room Package Adds Thoughtful Favours To Refined Comfort.
To celebrate the arrival of the new member, Cosmopolitan Hotel introduces Grand Deluxe Room Experience
Package* hoping to bring travellers onto a journey filled with majestic charm alongside with thoughtful favours.
Starting with a 10% discount for a 1-night stay, the discount will increase by 5% for the 2nd consecutive night and so
on up to 30% discount for the whole stay. The package is also packed with free WiFi, complimentary daily breakfast
for 2 persons, free use of mini bar and airport transfers, depending on number of staying nights. Grand Deluxe
Experience Room Package is exclusively available at www.cosmopolitanhotel.com.hk , from now till December 31,
2014.
Favours with compliments
No. of night

Discount

WiFi

Daily breakfast

Use of

1-way airport

for 2 persons

mini bar

coach transfer

1

10%

√

2

15%

√

√

3

20%

√

√

√

4

25%

√

√

√

√

5+

30%

√

√

√

√

*Terms and conditions
Offer is valid for booking made on official website only. | Promotion is valid for staying period from now till Dec 31st, 2014. | Room rate and
benefits for pre-mature stay will be subjected to adjustment according to the actual number of nights stayed. | Booking cancellation should
be advised 7 nights in advance or the first night room rental will be applied.

–End –
4-star Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong is situated amid Wan Chai and Causeway Bay on Hong Kong Island giving its
guests convenience access to all business, shopping and sightseeing locations. The hotel is a mere 8-min walk from
subway station / Time Square and a 10-min drive from Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre. Cosmopolitan
offers 8 room and suite types sizing up to 48 sq. m. The signature Deluxe Course View Room offers a breathtaking
view over the horse racing grounds and sports fields in front of the hotel. Free shuttle bus service is available to 15
destinations via 5 routes and all rooms are equipped with 100MB ultra high speed WiFi Internet. Other facilities
include the He Jiang restaurant that serves Huai-yeung cuisine, the 3T Bar, a gym room and various meeting spaces.
Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong is a Michelin-recommended most comfortable hotel 3 years in a row and is a
Tripadvisor’s Excellent Hotel Award winner in 2012 & 2013. The recommendation accredits its outstanding service
and comfortable stay environment for global travelers. Cosmopolitan is managed by Dorsett Hospitality International
and a member of WorldHotels.
About Dorsett Hospitality International
Dorsett Hospitality International (HKEx Stock Code 2266), is a spin-off from Far East Consortium Limited. With three
brands under its umbrella ….the upscale and midscale Dorsett Hotels & Resorts and d.Collection comprising a range
of charismatic boutique hotels; and the value-led Silka Hotels; the group currently owns and manages 18 hotels in
China, Hong Kong, Singapore and Malaysia; with eleven more opening within the next two years in China, Hong Kong,
United Kingdom and Malaysia. For more information on Dorsett Hospitality International, visit: www.dorsett.com
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